
Need for Speed Movie Review
It has been some time since a movie on a video game was released. Video game movies rarely turn out 
to be good and that is probably why they seem to be discouraged. Somehow, a daring attempt is made 
to make a video game movie on a popular game Need for Speed. We have seen Mario Bros., Mortal 
Combat, Street Fighter and Final Fantasy but their popularity heavily relied on their existing franchise. 
This time however, it turned out to be different. The Need for Speed movie not only had excellent 
production but the storyline was well executed. Those who have played the series will know how the 
story picks up and it all makes good sense where the story is going. The effects are amazing in the movie 
and the best part is the cars you get to see. Some of the fastest cars like Beatty Verona and Lamborghini 
Gallardo are visible in the movie. There are many other cars in the movie, and one would wonder how 
they got the funds to get these cars together. If you are all about excellent cars then you will finally get to
see them in this movie with the original sounds of their engines roaring. Those people who have seen 
this in the cinema will definitely appreciate the sound effects in the movie. 

Marketing and Popularity
This film was definitely aiming high because it was raising its popularity through an effective marketing 
campaign. You would see its ads on Super Bowl spots, and trailers that show the racing work done in the 
movie. Definitely even the critics would appreciate that if you are in for some good effects and great car 
stunts then this is the real deal. You will see some long shots of fast cars doing big stunts by professional 
drivers. You will see crashes but it is actually the near-misses that will impress you the most. If you also 
like Imogene Pots then that will work like a bonus addition. Her role is more than just ‘the girl’ but a rich 
sponsor of a racing event who takes part by force. There are some interesting and funny scenes in the 
movie and it may seem predictable but it all goes away when you get to see those cars again. Do not let 
the mixed review mislead you because this movie is a good bang for the buck.

Aaron Paul
Fans of Breaking Bad definitely must be looking forward to this movie because this actor definitely made 
a great impression in the TV series. He still does not disappoint in the movie and the entire role turns out
to be just as impressive and mature. He also carries a simplistic dress code throughout the movie, like a 
typical street racer who does not mind messing his hands in the workshop. For everybody else, those 
who enjoyed Fast & Furious movies, they might like this one as well.

Summary: The Need for Speed is a popular game franchise that finally found itself a movie with a couple 
of good characters. The range of cars is amazing and the entertainment value is good. This is 
recommended for those who are looking for action and thriller.
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